
 









 

 
 

 
 

   












 




     
 

        
      
 

 
    


  



 



 



      
  
 

  
       
       
      

       

        

       

     
    

  
 
 

 


       
       



 



      
        



          
   



       

      

       




        

       
   


         
    

 
 




 




  
         
      
        
   
     


  


        
 

       


  
         
   
         

       


      






 


         
   
  

         
      
         



   


       
      
        

       







         
       
      

         
        




 


‘‘Those who asserted the primacy of spirit to nature

and, therefore in the last instance, assumed world creation
in some form or other... comprised the camp of idealism.
The others who regarded nature as primary belong to the

various school of materialsm.

      
 
        
        
           


 
      
        


      






         
 








 

 


         


 
 
  ‘‘According to him (Hegel) nature, as a mere
'alienation' of the idea, is incapable of development in time
capable only of extending its manifoldness in space, so that
it displays simultaneously and alongside of one another all
the stages of development comprised in it, and is condemned

to an eternal repetition of the same processes.’’  


       
 “...All the forces whether you can call them

gravitation, or attraction, or repulsion, whether expressing
themselves as heat, or electricity, or magnetism, are nothing
but the variations of that unit energy. Whether they express
themselves as thought, reflected from Antahkaran, the inner
organs of man, or as action from an external organ, the unit
from which they spring it what is called the Prana. Again,
what is called Prana? Prana is Spandana or vibration. When
all this universe shall have resolved back into its primal
stage, what becomes of this infinite force? Do they think
that it becomes extinct? Of course, not. If it became extinct,
what would be the cause of the next wave, because motion
is going in wave forms rising, falling, rising again, falling
again,... And what becomes of what you call matter? The
forces permeate all matter, which all dissolve into Akasha
which is the primal matter. Akasha is the primal form of
matter. This Akasha vibrates under the action of Prana; and
when the next Sristi is coming up, as the vibration becomes



 

quicker, the Akasha is lashed into all these forms which we
call suns, and moons, and systems...Gross matter is the last
to emerge and the most external, and this gross matter had
the finer matter before it. Yet we see that the whole thing
has been resolved into two, but there is not yet a final unity.
There is the unity of force, Prana; there is the unity of
matter called Akasha. Is there any unity to be found among
them again? Can they be melted into one? Our modern
science is mute here, it has not yet found its way out; and it
is doing so, just as it has been slowly finding the same old
Prana and the same ancient Akasha, it will have to move
along the same lines. The next unity is the omnipresent
impersonal Being known by its old mythological name as
Brahma, the four-headed Brahma, and psychologically
called Mahat. This is where the two unite...At the end of a
cycle, everything becomes finer and finer and is resolved
back into primal state from which it sprang, and there it
remains for a time, quiescent, ready to spring forth again.

That is called Sristi, projection.”    



       
        




     

          






 


         

   
    





     
 



   





       
 (evolution)   (involution)    
   
         
       
   
   
       
       
       
         




 

         

        
 

         
       
‘prime mover’  
        agnostics 
   ‘unknowable’ ‘things in

themselves’




‘‘To Hegel, ... the process of thinking, which,
under the name of ‘Idea’, he even transforms into an
independent subject is the demiargoes (creator) of the real
world, and the real world is only the external, phenomenal
form of ‘the Idea’. With me, on the contrary, the idea is
nothing else than the material world reflected by the human

mind, and translated into forms of thought.’’
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as a whole system

of discipline  three principles of
dialectics. unity and struggle between the opposite
forces, quantitative changes to qualitative changes and vice-

versa  negation of negation    

    

    laws of thought)   
 




  ["All these (three principles of

dialectics) are developed by Hegel in his idealist fashion as



 

mere laws of thought; the first in the first part of his Logic, in the
doctrine of being; the second fills the whole of the second and
by for the most important part of his Logic, the Doctrine of
Essence; finally the third figures as the fundamental law of the
construction of the whole system. The mistake lies in the fact that
these laws are foised on nature and history as laws of thought

and not deduced from them."]

    

unity and struggle between the

opposite forces
























 

      ‘‘The
philosophers  have only interpreted the world in various

ways; the point, however, is to change it.’’  
       
          

     
          

        
  
           
         
        
 
         
         
       
      
        
  



  

 
        
       
 
         




 




       
     


  

 

         



         


  







        

   






 



developed brain with extended developed

ceribral cortex 

       
Material production,

spiritual production
production system
 ‘‘In production men not only act on nature but
also on one another. They produce only by co-operating in a
certain way and mutually exchanging their activities. In order to
produce, they enter into definite connections and only within
these social connections relations does their action on nature,

does production, take place.’’

  




‘‘...these relations

of production correspond to a definite stage of development

of their material forces of production ...’’
      (material

forces)         
     ‘‘The instruments of
production wherewith material values we produce, the
people who operate the instruments of production and carry
on the production of material values thanks to a certain
production experience and labour still– all these elements jointly

constitute the productive forces of society.’’




 


‘‘The sum total of

these relations of production constitute the economic structure
of the society, the real foundation on which rises a legal and
political superstructure and to which correspond definite forms

of social cosciousness.’’

superstructure

‘‘It is not the
consciousness of men that determines their being, but, on the
contrary, their social being that determines their

consciousness.’’






‘‘At a certain stage of their development, the material
productive forces of society come in conflict with the
existing relation of production, ... From forms of
development of the   productive forces these relations turn
into their fetters. Then begins an epoch of social revolution.
With the change of the economic foundation the entire
immense superstructure is more or less rapidly

transformed.’’
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     spontenously 
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     ‘ever since the

dissolution of the primeval communal ownership of land all
history has been a history of class struggles, of struggles
between exploited and exploiting, between dominated and
dominating classes at various stages of social

revolution...’’     
       
      
        
        




        



 


       


         





       


utopian socialists 
scientific socialism
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contemplative materialist 
The highest point attained by contemplative materialism,

that is materialism which does not comprehend
sensuousness as practical activity is the contemplation of

single individuals in 'civil society'.’’   
    ‘‘...the standpoint of the new is

human society, or socialised humanity.’’
      
          
        

 

        

         




 





     
     ‘‘In place of the old

bourgeois society with its classes and class antagonisms,
we shall have an association, in which the free development

of each is the condition for the free development of all.’’

       





      
       


      
    

        
  

       
‘‘The human essence, therefore, can with him
(Feuerbach) be comprehended only as 'genus', as an internal,
dumb generality which merely naturally unites the many
individuals. ...But the human essence is no abstraction inherent
in each single individual. In its reality it is the ensemble of the

social relations.’’    





 





‘‘He does not see that the

'religious sentiment' is itself a social product. ...’’
         

religare

 bondreligion  bond
religion 

‘‘rational self-restraint with regard to ourselves and love– again

and again love in our intercourse with others, ...’’
  
 
      


        ‘‘the
abstract individual whom he analyses belongs in reality to a

particular form of society’’





       
 secular humanism    
       

        



 

     
      
       ‘‘To me,
materialism is the foundation of the edifice of human
essence and knowledge; but to me it is not what...the
edifice itself. Backwards I fully agree with the materialists,

but not forwards.’’

  
   
         
‘‘Inspite of the 'foundation', he remained here bound

by the traditional idealist fetters.’’

    
‘‘The real idealism of Feuerbach becomes evident as

soon as we come to his philosophy of religion and ethics.’’





       
          
 







‘‘... the secular foundation detaches itself from itself
and establishes itself as an independent realm in the clouds
which can only to be explained by the self-cleavage and



 

self-contradictions of this secular basis.’’

    


       

   





  
       
 

       

        

   
  

      

         
       

 






 


     

     

       
       
 

        


  
    








‘‘Here I may be permitted to make  a

personal explanation. Lately repeated reference has been made
to my share in this theory, and so I can hardly avoid saying a
few words here to settle this point. ...what I contributed– at any
rate with the exception of my work in a few special fields–
Marx could very well have done without me. What Marx
accomplished I would not have achieved. Marx stood higher,
saw farther, and took a wider and quicker view than all the rest
of us. Marx was a genius; we others were at best talented.
Without him the theory would not be by far what it is today. It

therefore rightly bears his name.’’
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‘‘We do not regard Marxist theory as something
completed and inviolable; on the contrary, we are convinced
that it has only laid the corner-stone of the science which
Socialists must further advance in all directions if they wish to
keep pace with life. We think that an independent elaboration
of the marxist theory is especially essential for Russian
socialists, for this theory provides only general guiding
principles, which in particular, are applied in England differently
from France, in France differently from Germany, and in

Germany differently from Russia.’’ 






 

 
     
       
       


        
        
      
   






‘‘Leninism is  Marxism in the era of imperialism and

proletarian revolution.’’
 





      
  
 
  
       
      

    
        



 


        
 

 


        

 
      
    


        

      
        

        
      
     
      

      
 

     

 
 
        



 

 
     

     
     
 
        

        





  
 
     ‘‘What we have to
deal with here is a communist society, not as it has
developed on its own foundation, but, on the contrary, just
as it emerges from capitalist society, which is thus in
every respect, economically, morally and intellectually, still
stamped with the birthmarks of the old society from whose

womb it emerges.’’  
  
       
 
       
 
          
 

 
  
 



 

      
 

        


  ‘‘In a higher phase of communist
society, after the enslaving subordination of the individual
to the division of labour, and therewith also the anti-thesis
between mental and physical labour, has vanished, after
labour has become not only a livelihood but life's prime
want, after the productive forces have also increased with
the all-around development of the individual, and all
springs of co-operative wealth flow more abundantly–
only then can the narrow horizon of bourgeois right be
crossed in its entirety and society inscribe on its banner :
From each according to its ability, to each according to his

needs.’’
 
        
    
        
 
        


      
 
        
 
         
         
    
    



 

     
       
       
        


   ‘‘Between capitalist and
communist society lies the period of the revolutionary
transformation of the one into the other. There
corresponds to this is also a political transition period in
which the state can be nothing but the revolutionary

dictatorship of the proletariat.’’     
 



       

   
 


 

    
      

 
       



          




 




      

















         
       
     

        
    
          
        







 






         
      

         





           


‘‘...one thing especially was proved by the commune,

viz., that ‘the working class cannot simply lay hold of the
ready-made state machinery and wield it for its own

purposes...’’


       
      
       

       
   


       
         




 



        

   ‘grave-diggers of capitalism’
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 Reichstalers  
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 ‘‘The proletarians have nothing to lose but their

chains. They have a world to win.’’   




 
 
 
 



 


 


 
 
 
 
 


 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 
  


 
  


 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 


     


 
 




